Easing the financial strain from COVID-19
5 ways hospitals and other healthcare organizations can
overcome their biggest transaction management challenges

Challenges upon challenges
A terrible irony of the global pandemic is that the most impacted industry–
hospitals–also has been one of the hardest-hit financially. Rural hospitals
and specialty clinics, in particular, are facing immense economic strain.

What do healthcare corporate development
professionals work on most?

To survive and put their organizations on a stronger footing for the future,
hospitals must contemplate financing, M&A, and other ways to increase liquidity.
For instance, some may take advantage of the new tax provision under the
CARES act allowing for a five-year loss carryback.
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The timing could not be worse. Hospital leadership are already struggling to
meet the operational, human resource, and legal demands of a system gone
haywire. Managing complex transactions on top of their urgent day-to-day
operational challenges may seem like too much to bear.
In addition to bandwidth overwhelm, many hospitals, smaller and nonprofit
ones, in particular, do not have dedicated transaction management specialists
or know-how.
Moreover, even in the best of times managing hospitals’ voluminous medical
records is a serious trial. Any document exchange process must comply
with stringent patient data rules under the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) as well as data privacy regulations like the California
Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA).
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Top transaction
management challenges
Managing a complex transaction, whether an M&A, fundraising, partnership or
regulatory communication, is notoriously difficult. Even the pros who deal with
these types of transactions every day face a long list of challenges:
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say transaction oversight is
laborious and time-consuming.
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struggle to ensure that documents
are properly redacted to comply
with data privacy regulations.

say internal collaboration is a
constant challenge.

say just getting their documents
prepared—sorting, indexing,
managing who’s allowed to see
what—takes huge amounts of time.

grapple with extracting due
diligence conclusions from
document review.

Easing the burden
To better understand where hospital leadership teams are likeliest to struggle and
how they can best focus their efforts, we reviewed data from our 2020 Datasite
Insight survey of 600+ corporate development professionals. We further broke
down our findings to examine healthcare professionals, in particular.
While there are no fast fixes to the long months ahead for hospital leadership
teams, embracing best practices in transaction management can materially
reduce workloads.
Based on our experience serving some of the world’s largest hospitals, here are
five critical ways technology partners can help during uncertain financial times.

1 Prepare early
No industry is more paperwork-heavy than hospitals. The same holds true for
strategic transactions in this sector.

What are the toughest workflow tasks in healthcare?

Healthcare professionals typically use a range of methods to prepare for a
transaction, according to our survey. This runs the gamut from hard copies
(29%), email (25%), internal shared drives (17%), and virtual data rooms (15%).
As a result, the gathering, uploading, and verifying process becomes painstaking
labor. Worse, this scattered, manual approach inevitably results in duplication of
effort, missed documents, and other mistakes.
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Your space to get ready
Start preparing for any potential transaction early. If you are
engaged in a highly complex transaction, a data room can
help you upload your documents at scale, keep your workflow
streamlined, and establish credibility with stakeholders.
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2 Find trustworthy support
Along the same lines, the biggest mistake many hospitals make when undertaking
a transaction for the first time is failing to account for the size of the effort involved.
Even with relevant finance or legal experience, do not assume the project will be
without massive disruption to day-to-day responsibilities.
Just the effort needed to train staff on identifying, organizing and sharing
the right information can quickly consume time and resources. And, the
more parties involved in the deal, the more complex that effort will be.

Your space to feel supported
Don’t be afraid to ask for help. If you can hand off basic data room setup
and organization tasks to specialists who understand this process inside
and out, you should.

3 Disclose carefully

With valuable R&D, HIPAA, and PII in the mix, disclosure is a high stakes
game in the hospital industry. There is no scenario where every party
involved in a transaction should be able to see everything. In fact, ensuring
sensitive documents are redacted and shared appropriately is a huge pain
point for professionals.
Unfortunately, many hospitals simply drag and drop everything into a shared
folder. As a result, sensitive information leaks out. For instance, an oversight
may result in giving permission to a competitor to download IP. Or a document
is not redacted properly allowing a reviewer to search and find it.

Your space to take control
Lean on AI-enabled technology. Find a solution that lets you easily
setup and manage user and document permissions. Look for integrated
redaction capabilities, so you can redact what you need in a safe place.

4 Streamline oversight
Simplifying transaction management isn’t the only reason to use virtual data rooms.
They also can shed important insight into how a transaction is progressing.
Activity reports on data room logins, documents viewed, and searches
conducted provide important clues on potential buyer or investor interest.
Similarly, reports on the status of user invites, permissions, Q&A, and redaction
enable hospital leadership to quickly identify and remove workflow blockages.

Your space to find insight
Acquaint yourself with the different analytics options available in virtual
data rooms and take the time to understand how they can help with your
objectives. A few minutes thinking through how and who you want to
track upfront can save you countless hours down the road.

5 Preserve one source of truth
As hospitals know all too well, regulatory scrutiny, litigation, and knowledge
loss from employee turnover are ever-present challenges. With resources
stretched passed the breaking point and an industry in chaos, these
challenges loom larger than ever before.

Your space to seal the deal
Keep all your sensitive projects in one secure, centralized place to
mitigate legal and knowledge loss risks. In virtual data rooms, audit
trails capture a detailed record of every document uploaded, updated,
and viewed. In-app Q&A tools even allow you to communicate with
stakeholders within the platform, ensuring questions and answers
are captured as part of the project record.

Datasite. Your space to shine.
At Datasite, we’ve helped many of the world’s leading hospitals successfully
manage M&A, fundraising, and other sensitive projects. The biggest reason
why hospitals and healthcare organizations use our best-in-class support and
technology: we make the most challenging transaction management problems
much, much simpler.

Extension of the team
Our 200+ project
managers handle data
room setup, content
organization, uploading
documents, setting
permissions and more,
so you don’t have to.
24/7/365 in-house
support in 18 languages

Collaborate securely
and at scale
Quickly upload, permission,
and share any file, in
multiple ways, in bulk.
Lock IP down with our
secure Excel viewer,
advanced watermarking,
and in-app Q&A.
SSO enabled. IT approved.

Automate redaction
Redact and unredact as
needed across thousands
of documents at a time.
Save 50%+ in time
and money.
Tag by reason to
permanently keep HIPAA
and PII data safe.

Progress in your inbox
Assess project activity
from every angle via
multiple analytics filters
and dashboards.
Receive up-to-date
reports in your inbox.
Share with others,
on-demand or scheduled,
down to the 5-minute
mark.

One source of truth
See the status of all
your projects instantly
on our Landing Page.
Enable knowledge
transfer and mitigate
data loss risks.
Audit trails protect
against future litigation.

Get in touch
If your organization is contemplating an M&A, financing, tax
clawback or other transaction, talk to Datasite. You don’t have
to be an M&A expert—you don’t even have to have undertaken
a major transaction before.
By taking advantage of our best-in-class project management
support and technology, you can greatly reduce the transaction
management challenges ahead.
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